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ABSTRACT

Modes of multipactor discharge occurring in a biased gap are described in which secondary emission from only one electrode is required to sustain the discharge. An analysis of these modes and an experimental corroboration of the theory are presented. It is shown that the lower threshold voltages for the mode in which only one electrode participates are generally lower than for the modes in which both electrodes participate. The application of a dc bias to a multipactor gap may therefore lower the RF voltage at which breakdown occurs.
This report represents a continuation of work done under earlier Air Force contracts. The first 74 reports in this series are listed at the end of this report, under their appropriate contract numbers.
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I INTRODUCTION

Under high vacuum, where electron mean free path is comparable to or greater than electrode spacing, RF discharges may occur in which the electrons emitted at one electrode are accelerated across the gap in one half-cycle and impact with sufficient energy to produce at least one electron by secondary emission. The secondary electrons are accelerated back across the gap during the next half-cycle, again producing secondary electrons on impact. When the number of secondary electrons produced is greater than the number of incident electrons, the number of electrons participating increases until limits imposed by diffusion losses and space-charge distortion of the RF field are reached. This discharge process has been investigated by von Engel et al.,* Hatch and Williams, and others.

The biased multipactor discharge, in which a dc voltage, in addition to the RF voltage, is applied across the gap, has been investigated by Bol and Milazzo. In both of the investigations, however, consideration was given only to those modes in which the electron crossed the gap and collided with the opposite electrode. In the lowest mode considered, the electron crosses the gap against the dc field in somewhat greater than one-half of the RF cycle and the secondary electrons it produces cross the gap in the opposite direction (with the dc field) in somewhat less than one-half cycle, so that the total transit time to the electrode and back corresponds to one RF cycle. Higher-order modes in which the total transit time corresponds to integer multiples of RF cycles have been postulated.

Another multipactor mode in which the electrons are acted on by an RF electric field and a static magnetic field has been described by Brown. In this mode, the electron is pulled away from the emitting electrode by the RF field, but because of the transverse magnetic field, the trajectory is curved. With the proper electric and magnetic field strengths, the trajectory will be such that the electron returns to the

*References are listed at the end of this report.
electrode at the end of the second RF cycle with sufficient energy to produce secondary emission. The discharge thus occurs near one electrode.

Until recently, interest in the multipactor discharge has been limited since the required electrode spacing, mean free path, and frequency are generally found only in microwave vacuum tubes such as klystrons, etc. With the increased emphasis on satellite-to-earth and satellite-to-satellite communication systems in recent years, however, the multipactor discharge has become a potential source of trouble in many areas outside the microwave tube field. Antennas, antenna couplers, RF connectors, and other RF equipment may be subject to multipactor discharges under the high-vacuum condition existing at satellite altitudes. Mean free paths at these altitudes are sufficiently great that multipactor discharges are not limited to microwave frequencies, but may occur at HF or lower if electrode spacings are appropriate. It appeared conceivable that certain irregularities in the signal from the earlier Sputniks might be the result of multipactor discharges occurring at the antenna or some other part of the RF system. Discussions with satellite experimenters indicated that they were probably experiencing multipactor breakdowns in their RF equipment including connectors and cavities. A study of the multipactor discharge was therefore initiated in which, among other things, the effect of dc bias between the electrodes was determined experimentally at frequencies of 30 to 40 megacycles per second.

During these experiments with biased multipactor discharges, an anomaly was observed in the relation between RF breakdown voltage and dc bias voltage which could not be accounted for by the theory developed by Bol or Milazzo.

A typical example of this anomaly is shown in Fig. 1, where experimental data taken with copper parallel-plate electrodes at 34.8 megacycles are compared with the RF threshold voltages predicted by Milazzo's analysis. As can be seen, the experimental data display a definite minimum in the lower breakdown curve, while the theoretical lower breakdown curve increases monotonically with increasing bias voltage. Although
FIG. 1 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL REGIONS OF BLOWED MULTIPACTOR DISCHARGE
Milazzo's analysis was quite idealized, it did not seem probable that the observed minimum could be attributed to any of the assumptions made in his analysis. It was found that the anomaly could be explained, however, if a new, one-sided mode of multipactor discharge were postulated. The purpose of this report is to present an analysis and experimental verification of the one-sided modes. Consideration of the general problem of RF breakdown at satellite altitudes will be reserved for a later report.

In the one-sided mode, which can occur in the presence of dc fields, the electrons emitted from the positive electrode are pulled away from the electrode (against the dc field) by the RF field during most of the first half cycle. As the net field (dc plus RF) reverses, the electrons are pulled back toward the electrode. For the proper frequency and field strength, the electrons return to the emitting electrode at the end of one RF cycle with sufficient energy to produce secondary emission. Figure 2 illustrates the field strength and electron velocity and displacement as functions of time.

![Figure 2 Illustration of the relationship between electric field and electron velocity and displacement in one-sided discharge](image)
II THEORY

A. General Analysis

In the analysis of one-sided multipacting it will be assumed that space-charge effects are negligible, so that when RF and dc voltages are applied between parallel plane electrodes as illustrated in Fig. 3, the instantaneous electric field strength in the gap is

\[ E(t) = \frac{V_{dc}}{d} + \frac{V_{rf}}{d} \sin \omega t \]  

(1)

where \( d \) is the electrode spacing and \( V_{dc} \) and \( V_{rf} \) are the applied dc and RF voltages, respectively. The acceleration of an electron will then be

\[ \frac{d^2 x}{dt^2} = -\frac{e}{md} \left( 1 + \alpha \sin \omega t \right) \]  

(2)

where \( e/m \) is the ratio of electron charge to mass and \( \alpha = \frac{V_{rf}}{V_{dc}} \) is the ratio of the peak RF voltage to the dc voltage. Integrating Eq. (2) once to obtain the electron velocity and a second time to obtain the electron displacement yields

\[ \frac{dx}{dt} = u_o + \frac{e}{\omega dm} \left( \theta_0 - \omega t + \alpha (\cos \omega t - \cos \theta_0 ) \right) \]  

(3)
and

\[ \frac{\Delta x}{d} = \frac{u_0}{u_{dc}} (\omega t - \theta_0) + \]

\[ \left( \frac{V_{dc}}{\omega^2 d^2} \right)^2 \left\{ \frac{(\omega t - \theta_0)^2}{2} + \alpha [\sin \omega t - \sin \theta_0 - (\omega t - \theta_0) \cos \theta_0] \right\} \]

where it has been assumed that the electron is emitted at \( \omega t = \theta_0 \) with an initial velocity \( u_0 \) and zero initial displacement as indicated in Fig. 2.

For one-sided multipacting to occur, it is stipulated that the electron emitted at \( \omega t = \theta_0 \) must return to the electrode at the end of the RF cycle with sufficient energy to produce at least one secondary electron. Thus if \( u_1 \) (see Fig. 2) is the magnitude of the electron velocity when it has the required impact energy, we obtain from Eq. (3) the condition

\[ \frac{dx}{dt} \bigg|_{\omega t = \theta_0 + 2\pi} = -u_1 \geq u_0 - 2\pi \frac{e V_{dc}}{udm} \]

Defining the normalized bias voltage \( v_d = \frac{e/m}{\omega^2 d^2} V_{dc} \), this becomes

\[ v_d \geq \frac{k + 1}{2\pi} \theta \]

where \( \theta = \frac{ud}{u} \) and, following Gill and von Engel, \( k = \frac{u_1}{u} \). When the condition that the electron must return to the emitting electrode at the end of one RF cycle (when \( \omega t = \theta_0 + 2\pi \)) is applied to Eq. (4) we obtain

\[ v_d = \frac{1}{(\pi + \alpha \cos \theta_0 \theta)} \]

Thus for a given frequency, gap width, and RF voltage, one-sided multipacting cannot occur unless the dc bias voltage defined by Eq. (6) exceeds the minimum value defined by Eq. (5). The range of RF voltages over which multipacting can occur can be determined from the physical limitations on the electron displacement. The maximum displacement...
cannot exceed the gap width $d$ lest the electron be lost to the opposite electrode, and the minimum displacement between emission at $\omega t = \theta_0$ and impact at $\omega t = \theta_0 + 2\pi$ must be greater than zero if the electron is to escape from the electrode after it is emitted. Since these maximum and minimum displacements occur when the velocity is zero, the phase at these points can be determined by setting $\frac{d\omega t}{dt}$ equal to zero in Eq. (3). This result, combined with Eq. (6), yields

$$\omega t - \theta_0 - \pi - \alpha \cos \omega t = 0$$

(7)

which can be solved for

$$\omega t = \theta_1 = \text{phase at which } x \text{ is minimum}$$

and

$$\omega t = \theta_2 = \text{phase at which } x \text{ is maximum}$$

Substituting $\theta_1$ in Eq. (4) and applying the condition $x_{\text{min}} > 0$ gives

$$v_d \leq \frac{\theta_1 - \theta_0}{\Theta \frac{(\theta_1 - \theta_0)^2}{2} - \alpha \Theta [\sin \theta_1 - \sin \theta_0 - (\theta_1 - \theta_0) \cos \theta_0]}$$

(8)

Similarly, using $\theta_2$ and the condition $x_{\text{max}} < d$ gives

$$1 > \frac{\theta_2 - \theta_0}{\Theta} +$$

$$v_d \left\{ \frac{(\theta_2 - \theta_0)^2}{2} + \alpha \left[ \sin \theta_2 - \sin \theta_0 - (\theta_2 - \theta_0) \cos \theta_0 \right] \right\}$$

(9)

Using a computer or graphical techniques such as those described in the Appendix, $\Theta v_d$ can be eliminated between Eqs. (6) and (8) to obtain $\alpha$ as a function of $\theta_0$ for the minimum displacement. Similarly, eliminating $v_d$ between Eqs. (6) and (9) yields $\alpha$ as a function of $\theta_0$.
with $\Theta$ as a parameter for the maximum displacement. Figure 4 is a plot of $\alpha$ as a function of $\theta_0$, with $\Theta v_d$ as a parameter, from Eq. (6). Also shown in the figure are the limits imposed by the minimum displacement and the maximum displacement.

The constant-$\Theta v_d$ curves in the figure indicate the relation between the RF voltage (which is proportional to $\alpha$ when $v_d$ is constant) and the
emission phase \( \theta_0 \) required to satisfy the condition that the electron return to the electrode at the end of the RF cycle (at \( \omega t = \theta_0 + 2\pi \)). If the electron is emitted earlier than the phase defined by the minimum displacement limit (for the particular \( v_d \) under consideration) the net field in the gap will pull the electron back to the electrode shortly after it is emitted, and the electron will be lost. If the electron is emitted after the phase defined by the minimum displacement limit, however, the electron will not be lost to the emitting electrode because the net field reverses and pulls it away from the electrode. Similarly, the maximum displacement limit shown in Fig. 4 defines the gap voltage and starting phase condition for which the maximum displacement of the electron at \( \omega t = \theta_2 \) (see Fig. 2) is equal to the gap width \( d \). If the computed maximum displacement were greater than the gap width, the electron would strike the opposite electrode and be lost (or, perhaps, a two-sided mode would be generated).

The analysis thus far has assumed that all secondary electrons have the same energy at emission, and that only those electrons which return to the emitting electrode precisely \( 2\pi/\omega \) seconds after they are emitted are of interest. Considerations of phase similar to those of Abraham and Krebs, however, indicate that even though the electrons display a distribution of emission energies and transit times, they tend to focus or "bunch" to a stable phase. To demonstrate this phase-focusing property of the discharge, let \( x/d = 0 \) at the phase of electron arrival, \( \omega t = \theta_A \), in Eq. (4). Replacing \( \theta_A - \theta_0 \) by \( T \) and rearranging, we get

\[
T^2 - 2 \left[ \frac{1}{v_d} - \alpha \cos \theta_0 \right] T - 2 \alpha \sin (T + \theta_0) + 2 \alpha \sin \theta_0 = 0
\]

Differentiating with respect to \( \alpha \) and solving for \( dT/d\alpha \), we obtain

\[
\frac{dT}{d\alpha} = \frac{-T \cos \theta_0 + \sin (T + \theta_0) - \sin \theta_0}{T - \frac{1}{v_d} + \alpha \left[ \cos \theta_0 - \cos (T + \theta_0) \right]}
\]

Of particular interest in the phase-stability problem is the manner in which the transit time \( t = \frac{T}{\omega} \) varies with the applied RF voltage (or \( \alpha \),
if $v_d$ is constant) in the vicinity of the synchronous condition $T = 2\pi$. Thus letting $T = 2\pi$ in Eq. (10), we obtain

$$\frac{dT}{d\alpha} = \frac{2\pi \cos \theta_0}{2\pi - \frac{1}{\Theta v_d}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

Now since $\Theta v_d > \frac{1}{2\pi}$ and $-90^\circ > \theta_0 > -270^\circ$ [see Eq. (5) and Fig. 4], $dT/d\alpha$ is positive in the region of interest. That is, an increase in the RF voltage will increase the transit time of the electron.

To see how this result affects phase stability, a constant-$\Theta v_d$ curve from Fig. 4 is redrawn in Fig. 5. For a given applied RF voltage corresponding to $\alpha_1$ in Fig. 5, there are two synchronous phase values $\theta_{01}$ and $\theta_{02}$. Consider now the case when the starting phase $\theta_0$ is slightly less (earlier) than $\theta_{02}$. Then the applied voltage is less than that required for synchronous operation, and, by Eq. (11), the transit time is somewhat less than the synchronous value of $t = 2\pi/\omega$, so that the starting phase for the next cycle is still earlier. Succeeding starting

![FIG. 5 ILLUSTRATION OF PHASE-STABILITY RELATIONS](image-url)
phases thus tend to be farther and farther from the synchronous phase $\theta_{02}$. For starting phases between $\theta_{01}$ and $\theta_{02}$, however, the applied RF voltage is greater than that required for synchronism, so that transit times are longer than the synchronous value and the succeeding starting phases tend to move from $\theta_{02}$ toward $\theta_{01}$. Similarly, for $\theta > \theta_{01}$, the applied RF voltage is lower than the synchronous value so that transit times are too short, and the succeeding starting phases approach $\theta_{01}$ from the right. Thus it is seen that $\theta_{01}$ is a stable, synchronous starting phase about which the electrons tend to bunch. $\theta_{02}$ is a synchronous phase, but an unstable one, because the starting phase tends to diverge away from $\theta_{02}$.

It is now possible to determine the range of RF voltages over which stable one-sided multipacting can occur. For a given value of the product $\Theta v_d$, the preceding analysis shows that stable discharges can occur only for starting phases in the range $\theta = -180^\circ \leq \theta \leq -90^\circ$. Since the minima of the constant $-\Theta v_d$ curves occur at $\theta = -180^\circ$, the minimum RF voltage will correspond to the value of $\alpha$ at $\theta = -180^\circ$. Thus we can substitute $\theta = -180^\circ$ in Eq. (6) and, after rearranging, get

$$v_r = \pi(v_d - \frac{1}{\Theta \pi})$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

where

$$v_r = \Theta v_d = \frac{e V_{rf}}{\omega d^2 m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

is the normalized RF voltage. The lower RF threshold is therefore represented by a straight line of slope $\pi$ in the $v_d - v_r$ plane as indicated in Fig. 6. (For large values of $\Theta$, such as $\Theta = 100$ in Fig. 4, the lower threshold at high bias values is determined by the minimum displacement limit rather than by $\theta = -180^\circ$. The lower threshold curve in this case deviates from the straight line. The deviation is very slight, however, as is illustrated in Fig. 7.)
FIG. 6 ILLUSTRATION OF THE UPPER AND LOWER RF THRESHOLD AND MINIMUM BIAS FOR ONE-SIDED MULTIPACTOR DISCHARGE

The upper RF threshold voltage is determined by the maximum displacement limit imposed by Eq. (9) and shown in Fig. 4. For a given $\Theta$, the values of $\sigma$ and $\Theta v_d$ along the maximum displacement curve can be read directly from Fig. 4. The normalized RF and bias voltage at each point along the upper breakdown curve can thus be obtained from

$$v_d = \frac{\Theta v_d}{\Theta} \quad \text{and} \quad v_r = \sigma v_d.$$ 

An upper breakdown curve so obtained for $\Theta = 20$ is also illustrated in Fig. 6.

As can be seen, the upper and lower breakdown curves approach each other as the bias voltage is increased until a cutoff bias is reached.
beyond which one-sided multipacting cannot occur. When the lower limit on bias voltage, as defined by Eq. (5) and illustrated in Fig. 6, is combined with the upper and lower RF threshold curves, a closed region in the $v_d$-$v_r$ plane is obtained. One-sided multipactor discharges can occur anywhere within this closed region. A family of upper and lower breakdown curves for four values of the parameter $\Theta$ are shown in Fig. 7.

It is of interest at this point to compare the region of one-sided discharge with the region of two-sided discharge predicted by Milazzo. Since Milazzo's analysis was based on the assumption of zero emission velocity and an impact velocity equal to or greater than zero, the corresponding one-sided analysis requires that $\Theta = \infty$ and that the minimum
bias be determined from Eq. (5) with $u_0 = 0$. The normalized minimum bias voltage is thus

$$v_d = \frac{u_1}{2\pi \omega d}.$$  

The assumption that the impact velocity must be equal to or greater than zero has not been made in determining the one-sided curves, since such an assumption would make the minimum bias zero and the entire lower breakdown curve would be determined by the one-sided mode. Instead, it has been assumed that a definite impact velocity $u_1$ is necessary for the one-sided mode to operate, so that at low bias voltages the lower breakdown voltage is determined by the two-sided mode, while at bias voltages greater than $u_1/2\pi \omega d$ the lower breakdown voltage is determined by the one-sided mode. It has also been assumed that the two-sided mode can initiate with an unstable starting phase, since experimental results appear to support this assumption. The composite breakdown region including both one-sided and two-sided modes under these conditions is indicated by the solid curve in Fig. 8.

Perhaps the most interesting feature of Fig. 8 is that it confirms the postulate that the one-sided multipactor discharge could be responsible for the minimum in the lower breakdown curve of Fig. 1. Also of interest is the fact that the one-sided mode is stable throughout the RF range for bias voltages above the minimum, whereas the two-sided mode is stable for only a very narrow range of RF voltages.

B. Higher-Order Modes

In the analysis leading to Eqs. (5) through (9) it has been required that the electron emitted at $\theta_o$ return at $\theta_o + 2\pi$. From a purely analytical standpoint, there is no reason why the electron could not return at $\theta_o + 2n\pi$, where $n$ is an integer. If this were allowed, Eqs. (5) and (6) would become

$$v_d > \frac{1 + k}{2n\pi \theta}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5')
and

\[ V_d = \frac{1}{\theta (n\pi + \alpha \cos \theta_o)} \quad (6') \]

The lower breakdown curve is obtained by letting \( \theta_o = -180^\circ \) in Eq. (6'), and Eq. (5') defines the minimum bias for the higher-order modes. The lower breakdown curves for the higher-order modes can thus be plotted as in Fig. 9. Although the solution for the upper breakdown curve is much more difficult and has not been carried out, examination of the effects of the higher-order modes on Eqs. (7) and (9) suggests that as the bias approaches zero, the breakdown voltage \( V_r \) approaches 0.5 as it does in the fundamental mode.
The minimum bias and lower breakdown curves as shown in Fig. 9, however, indicate that the presence of higher-order modes would eliminate, or at least lower, the minimum bias cutoff that has been observed in multipactor experiments. Consideration of emission energies and the impact energy required to produce a secondary emission coefficient greater than unity also casts doubt on the possibility of the higher-order modes existing. Since the electron is away from the electrode for an even number of half-cycles, it can gain no net energy from the RF field. Thus the dc field supplies all of the energy that the electron gains, while the RF field merely serves to suspend the electron in space while it absorbs energy from the dc field. The RF field cannot prevent the electron from returning to the electrode for more than one cycle, however, unless the dc field is so weak that the electron absorbs less energy from the field than it gives up to the field during one cycle. If it is assumed that the electron absorbs slightly less than
its emission energy in one cycle, so that after two cycles its net energy is almost three times its emission energy, it might have sufficient energy to produce one secondary electron. The \( n = 2 \) mode would thus be possible for a material having high emission energy and requiring low impact energy for unity secondary coefficient. It is hardly conceivable, however, that modes higher than the second could operate with any of the cathode materials presently known.

C. Limitations of the Theory

In deriving the theoretical curves of Fig. 7, several idealizations were made to make the analysis more tractable. While none of these idealizations is of sufficient importance to drastically alter the results, some of them may contribute to noticeable deviations from the values predicted in the figure. In the analysis, for example, it has been assumed that the electrons travel in a sheet of infinitesimal thickness, whereas in reality, because of the variations in emission velocity, the electrons travel in a cloud of finite thickness. Since the displacement \( x \) in Eq. (4) is approximately the position of the center of this cloud, when the maximum displacement \( x = d \) is attained, approximately half of the electrons in the cloud are lost to this passive electrode. The RF voltage would thus have to be reduced somewhat below the predicted value to reduce the rate of loss at the passive electrode to approximately the rate of production at the active electrode.

It is also possible that, because of the distribution of secondary emission energies, the value of \( \Theta \) varies somewhat along the contour of threshold voltages. For certain RF and bias voltages, the phase may focus toward a value corresponding to an emission energy slightly greater than the most probable energy, while for other voltages, the phase might focus toward a value corresponding to an emission energy slightly less than the most probable value. It might be expected, for instance, that the effective emission energy for the lower breakdown curve would be slightly higher than that for the upper curve, since for the lower curve the electrons are emitted against a retarding field, and some of the low-energy electrons are forced back to the electrode. The average energy
of the escaping electrons would certainly be larger for conditions pertaining to the lower breakdown curve. This higher average energy could result in a higher effective emission energy and a lower value of $\Theta$.

Variations in $\Theta$ may also result from an oxide film on the active electrode. Experience with multipacting in two-sided modes suggests that even electrodes that appear to be clean and outgassed may actually have a thin film of oxide on the surface. Experiments with the biased two-sided multipactor discharge have illustrated the effects of these films in an interesting manner. Since the oxides are often insulating or only partially conducting, charge can accumulate on the oxide surface and develop very high dc field strengths in the film. When the dielectric strength of the film is exceeded, the film breaks down and a visible flash or scintillation is observed. These scintillations, which are believed to be the same as those described by others in connection with the Malter effect, have been observed on the negative electrode when brass or aluminum electrodes were used. With copper electrodes, however, the scintillations are observed on the positive electrode. It is postulated that the peculiar behavior of copper in this respect results from the fact that the copper-cuprous oxide junction offers little resistance to the flow of electrons from the copper to the oxide, but it impedes the flow of electrons from the oxide to the copper. Electrons or negative ions can thus accumulate on the oxide film and distort the field at the electrode surface of copper electrodes in much the same manner as positive ions are purported to accumulate on the oxides of aluminum and other materials displaying the Malter effect. Such a charged film can affect the coefficient of secondary emission and the effective emission energy as well as partially nullify the dc bias voltage. Since the film is bombarded by the electron cloud each cycle, these effects may also be frequency-dependent.

There is also some uncertainty as to the interpretation of the results of the analysis for bias voltages near the maximum bias cutoff. In the stability analysis it was argued that only starting phases between $-180^\circ$ and $-90^\circ$ could be considered stable. The phase of electrons
emitted earlier than -180° would tend toward the stable phase in succeeding cycles, however, if the initial phase were between the two synchronous phase points (see Fig. 5). Note in Fig. 4, now, that for values of θ less than about 20, the upper limit on α, for the larger θ v_d values, is determined by the minimum displacement limit rather than the maximum displacement limit, if the unstable starting phases are allowed. Abraham's work with the two-sided modes in microwave cavities strongly suggests that breakdown under conditions of decreasing RF voltage can initiate under unstable phase conditions, and can load the RF circuit sufficiently to reduce the voltage to a stable phase region.\textsuperscript{8} It is suspected that this phenomenon also occurs in the one-sided mode, so that the minimum displacement, rather than the maximum displacement, determines the upper breakdown voltage at the higher bias value. If such were the case, the upper RF breakdown voltage at the higher bias voltages would be, relatively, higher than that at lower bias voltages. As will be seen below, the experimental data suggest that the result of unstable initiation may be an increase in the breakdown voltage of sufficient magnitude to cancel the reduction caused by electron cloud thickness.
III EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Since the foregoing analysis indicated the possibility of the one-sided mode, which, for certain conditions, could occur at lower RF voltages than the two-sided mode (see Fig. 8), an experiment was designed in which the existence of the one-sided mode could be verified. The apparatus for the experiment is shown schematically in Fig. 10. The electrodes, which were discs 15 centimeters in diameter, formed part of the capacitance of a tuned tank circuit. The tank coil was constructed of two coils connected in series through a low-impedance capacitance, across which the dc bias was applied. Because under certain discharge conditions the one-sided mode was found to be difficult to detect visually or by its loading on the RF circuit, the bias was applied through a high resistance so that when breakdown occurred and the gap became conducting, a voltage drop appeared across the series resistance. Also shown in the figure is the balanced rectifier used to detect the RF voltage across the plates. Commercial copper which had been abrasively cleaned was used for the multipactor electrode. The opposite electrode was fabricated from a wire mesh and coated with lamp black to reduce secondary emission, thereby preventing the two-sided mode. The entire electrode structure, which is shown in Fig. 11, was placed in a 15-inch
bell jar equipped with an oil diffusion pump. As a check on the effectiveness of the wire mesh and lamp black in preventing the two-sided mode, the RF voltage was increased slowly, without dc bias, through the range in which two-sided multipacting normally occurs. This procedure was repeated using moderate bias voltages with the coated mesh positive. No discharges were observed in either case.

The one-sided multipactor experiment was conducted at 34.9 and 54.5 megacycles per second with a gap width of 5.4 centimeters at a pressure of about 0.1 micron. The measured values of upper and lower RF threshold
voltages and minimum dc bias are shown in normalized form in Fig. 12. The threshold voltages were determined by setting one of the voltages (dc, for example) and changing the other (RF) until breakdown was

FIG. 12 EXPERIMENTAL THRESHOLD CONTOUR WITH CLOSEST-FITTING THEORETICAL CONTOUR SUPERIMPOSED
indicated by a drop in the RF voltage, or in the case of weak discharges, by a drop in the dc voltage across the gap. Thus all of the data points represent conditions for which the discharge initiates, rather than conditions at which an established discharge is extinguished.

Also shown in Fig. 12 are the closest fitting theoretical breakdown curves. Considering the idealizations of the theory in which the finite thickness of the electron cloud, the effect of oxide films and other contaminants, the distribution of emission energy, and the possibility of discharges initiating in an unstable region have been disregarded, it is felt that the experimental data are in good agreement with the predicted values. The values of $\Theta$ for the theoretical curves shown in the figure were chosen to be of the same ratio, 1.56, as the RF frequencies, since the gap width $d$ was the same for both frequencies and the emission velocity $u_0$ was assumed to be independent of frequency. Using these values of $\Theta$ in Eq. (5), $k$ was found to be approximately 2.9. This value of $k$ is in excellent agreement with the value 3.0 assumed by Hatch and Williams for two-sided multipacting.

The experimental data are perhaps more useful when they are plotted as true voltages rather than in the normalized form. The RF breakdown voltage is therefore plotted as a function of the dc bias voltage for the two experimental frequencies in Fig. 13. As the figure illustrates, the size of the region over which the one-sided mode operates is quite frequency-dependent. In addition to the experiments performed at 34.9 and 54.5 megacycles, the experiment was attempted at a frequency of 28.6 megacycles. Using the 5.4 centimeter gap, however, it was not possible to initiate the discharge at the lower frequency, implying that the minimum bias required by Eq. (5) exceeded the cutoff bias.

One-sided multipactor experiments were also conducted at 35 megacycles using yellow brass and cold rolled steel for the multipacting electrode. The results in both cases were very similar to those obtained with copper at 34.9 megacycles.
FIG. 13 EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF FIG. 12 PLOTTED IN TRUE RF AND BIAS VOLTAGES
IV CONCLUDING REMARKS

The analysis and experimental program described above indicate that a one-sided mode of biased multipactor discharge does indeed exist. Unlike the two-sided discharge, which absorbs energy from the RF field, the one-sided mode absorbs energy only from the dc field. (This is true during build-up when space charge effects may be neglected; it may not be true after the discharge has developed.) The one-sided discharge thus appears as a reactive load on the RF circuit.

The practical importance of the one-sided discharge is two-fold. First, because the lower RF threshold for the one-sided mode is generally lower than the lower threshold for the two-sided modes for a given bias, the one-sided mode has the effect of lowering the threshold of RF breakdown. This effect has been demonstrated in Fig. 8 where the theoretical breakdown curves for the one-sided and two-sided modes are compared, and in Fig. 1 where the experimental data show the reduction in RF threshold voltage as the bias is increased. Because of this property of the discharge, the use of dc bias to prevent multipactor discharges requires careful consideration, since insufficient bias, or partial failure of the bias system, can result in a lower RF breakdown voltage than would obtain in the absence of bias.

The second property of the one-sided discharge that is of practical concern is its effect on circuit elements. Because the one-sided discharge is predominately reactive, it can be presumed that the one-sided discharge per se does not absorb appreciable power from the RF system. The reactive loading associated with the discharge can detune resonant RF circuits, however, thereby seriously degrading the performance of the RF system. In addition, it has been observed in experiments with biased multipactor discharges that a discharge often initiates in the one-sided mode, and with a slight increase in RF voltage, makes a transition to the two-sided mode. The presence of the one-sided discharge thus appears to lower the threshold of the power-consuming two-sided mode.
In view of these properties of the one-sided mode and the properties of the other modes, there is little doubt that multipactor discharges will pose a problem in many RF components on spacecraft or satellites. Reports of satellite RF equipment malfunctions which appear to be related to multipactor discharges have, in fact, already been reported to the authors by other contractors connected with the space program. It seems fitting, therefore, that the practical implications of the multipactor discharge be more thoroughly investigated to determine the limitations this breakdown mechanism places on specific components such as antennas and associated equipment, and to determine the effect of ambient ionization of the degree found in the ionosphere on RF breakdown voltages. Such investigations are currently being implemented under the continuing multipactor study program.
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GRAPHICAL SOLUTION FOR ELECTRON DISPLACEMENT LIMITS

To obtain a graphical solution of Eqs. (6), (8), and (9) for the displacement limits of Fig. 4, it is first necessary to solve for the roots \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) of Eq. (7). To obtain these roots graphically, Eq. (7) can be rewritten in the form

\[
\frac{1}{a} \left[ \omega t - (\theta_0 + \pi) \right] = \cos \omega t \quad . \tag{A-1}
\]

The left side of Eq. (A-1) is a linear function of \( \omega t \) with slope \( 1/a \) and an intercept at \( \omega t = \theta_0 + \pi \). The right side is the pure cosine function, independent of \( \alpha \) and \( \theta_0 \). The solutions of Eq. (A-1) can be readily obtained by plotting a cosine curve and, on the same coordinates, plotting a straight line of slope \( 1/a \) passing through zero at \( \theta_0 + \pi \) as shown in Fig. A-1. The intersection of the line with the cosine curve to the left of the origin defines \( \theta_1 \), while the intersection to the right of the origin defines \( \theta_2 \). Failure to obtain an intersection to
the left of the origin may be interpreted as meaning that the electron emitted against the dc field is not decelerated sufficiently to reverse its direction of travel before the net field reverses and accelerates it away from the electrode. In such cases $\theta_1$ does not exist, and the minimum displacement limit does not apply.

For each set $(\alpha, \theta_0)$, the solution provides two sets $(\alpha, \theta_0, \theta_1)$ and $(\alpha, \theta_0, \theta_2)$ which can be used in Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively, to compute values of $\Theta v_d$ [the inequalities of Eqs. (8) and (9) are replaced by equalities to define the minimum and maximum displacement limits]. In addition, from Eq. (6) we can compute $\Theta v_d$ as a function of $\alpha$ and $\theta_0$. We thus have three sets of $\Theta v_d (\alpha, \theta_0)$ as follows:

\[ \Theta v_d = \frac{1}{\pi + \alpha \cos \theta_0} \quad (A-2) \]

from Eq. (6) which, defines the condition that the electron return to the emitting electrode at $\omega t = \theta_0 + 2\pi$;

\[ \Theta v_d = \frac{\theta_1 - \theta_0}{(\theta_1 - \theta_0)^2 - \alpha [\sin \theta_1 - \sin \theta_0 - (\theta_1 - \theta_0) \cos \theta_0]} \quad (A-3) \]

from Eq. (8), which defines the condition that the electron's minimum displacement, between the time of its emission at $\omega t = \theta_0$ and the time of its return to the electrode at $\omega t = \theta_0 + 2\pi$, be zero; and

\[ \Theta v_d = \frac{\Theta - (\theta_2 - \theta_0)}{(\theta_2 - \theta_0)^2 - \frac{\alpha [\sin \theta_2 - \sin \theta_0 - (\theta_2 - \theta_0) \cos \theta_0]}{2}} \quad (A-4) \]

from Eq. (9), which defines the condition that the electron's maximum displacement between $\omega t = \theta_0$ and $\omega t = \theta_0 + 2\pi$ be $d$.

It is desired to obtain $\alpha$ as a function of $\theta_0$ with $\Theta v_d$ as a parameter (as in Fig. 4) along the maximum displacement limit and $\alpha$ as a function of $\theta_0$ along the minimum displacement limit. Since $\Theta v_d$ is
the dependent variable, this is most easily achieved by plotting $v_d$ as a function of $\theta_0$ with $\alpha$ as a parameter from Eq. (A-2), and on the same coordinates, plotting $v_d$ from Eqs. (A-3) and (A-4). The intersections of the constant-$\alpha$ curves from Eqs. (A-2) and (A-3) are points on the minimum displacement limit, and the intersections of the constant-$\alpha$ curves from Eqs. (A-2) and (A-4) are (for a given $\Theta$) points on the maximum displacement limit.

Figure A-2 illustrates the method for the constant-$\alpha$ curves of Eqs. (A-2) and (A-4) when $\Theta = 10$. For a given $\alpha$, the intersection of the constant-$\alpha$ curves defines the value of the starting phase $\theta_0$ for which an electron that returns to the emitting electrode at $wt = \theta_0 + 2\pi$ has a maximum displacement $x = d$. The desired curve $\alpha (\theta_0)$ for the maximum displacement limit can thus be plotted from these values of $\alpha$ and $\theta_0$. The procedure can be repeated for other values of $\Theta$ to obtain the remaining maximum displacement limits of Fig. 4.
FIG. A-2  ILLUSTRATION OF THE GRAPHICAL SOLUTION OF Eqs. (6) AND (9) TO OBTAIN THE MAXIMUM DISPLACEMENT LIMIT
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